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Automatic parting surfaces for  
complex geometries

Mold design that speeds movements  
and reduces error

Automatic ejector pin trimming  
process for mold design

Dynamic display and storage  
of cooling circuits

Personalized electrode design  
reduces rework

NEW IMPROVEMENTS TO 

TOPSOLID’TOOLING



One of the main benefits of TopSolid’Mold is the ability to store 
the variety of approaches used for cooling circuits, so that you 
can apply them to any and all future designs. This speeds up pro-
ductivity and increases profitability of the design. TopSolid’Mold 
2018 also dynamically displays the cooling circuit with a safety 
margin, reducing your risk of error during the design phase.

TopSolid’Mold separates itself from other CAD/CAM software 
with fast and easy trimming. The automatic ejector pin tri-
mming process makes it easier to design your mold. The 2D 
symbols can be easily positioned in a sketch. Once the sym-
bols have been positioned, the ejectors are placed in automa-
tically and perform their processes in a fraction of the time it 
would take to perform the trim manually.

Experience the time-saving advantage of TopSolid’Split, which 
offers specific surfacing options to design parting surfaces for 
complex geometries more quickly, and then generates cavity 
and core blocks automatically. TopSolid’Split also determines 
the best parting lines, leaving the user free to redefine them  
locally.

Moldmakers now have the ability to automate the electrode design 
and manufacturing process within the TopSolid’Electrode system. 
TopSolid’Electrode features new options to personalize the drawing 
models (properties of the electrode, gaps, theoretical positions, table, 
chuck management, etc.) with the automated creation of multiple 
documents. This reduces rework when mold design changes occur 
and reduces the time required to put electrodes into production.

TopSolid’Mold provides enhanced tools that adjust the type 
of angular pin head (flat or cone) and set the pocket’s depth 
(open through, depth, offset). This allows you to extract 
inserts from molding blocks, and prepare all movements 
required to unmold the part. These tools and wizards 
contain automatic features that will reduce errors and 
detect insert areas and remove associated material.

ERROR-FREE COOLING CIRCUITS
FAST AND EASY TRIMMING WITH  
BLADE EJECTOR PINS

DESIGN PARTING SURFACES QUICKLY  
& AUTOMATICALLY

ENHANCED ELECTRODE DOCUMENTATION CAPABILITIES 
AUTOMATE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING 

SPEED UP THE DESIGN OF YOUR MOLD MOVEMENTS
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